Odd Or Even?

Count the flowers.

Write the numeral.

Fill in the boxes.

The odd numerals are

The even numerals are
Color By Number:
Add. Color by number using the code.

Name: ____________________________

Orange 2
Pink 6
Green 10
Purple 4
Yellow 8
Blue 12
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Even Steven

Draw him.

Color the evens.

45 31 4 90
12 73 88 67
59 11 0 36

Tally it.

odd

even

Divide it.

Does the number divide equally?

yes no
Odd Todd

Draw him.

Color the odds.

3 15 10 61
18 67 91 4
39 8 20 81

Tally it.

odd

even

Divide it.

Does the number divide equally?

yes  no